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ABSTRACT 

In the Chinese electric vehicle industrial innovation, the focal firms, which are the key 

technological, manufacturing and business wise key players, are increasingly involved in the cross-

industrial interactions. However, no studies have analysed how they interact across industrial 

boundaries as well as their consequences. The aim of this article is to explore the focal firms’ 

cross-industrial interactions in the Chinese EV industrial innovation. Relying on the concept of 

gatekeeping and using the firms’ public information during 2009 and 2014, this study identified that 

the focal firms’ interaction activities include information-gatekeeping, platform-providing, and 

benefit-gatekeeping. A framework of ‘industrial gatekeeping’ was developed. It highlights that the 

focal firms’ gatekeeping in the Chinese EV industry settings are transforming: they do not only 

concern technological information but also firms’ benefits. Furthermore, the framework extends the 

scope of gatekeeping to the cross-industrial settings. Practical recommendations for industrial 

players and insights for policy-makers are provided. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The electric vehicle (EV) industry offers the potentiality to address the energy crisis, oil 

security, air pollution and climate change [1, 2]. Therefore, the EV industry is pursued by the 

world’ major economies. In these economies, different stakeholders are involved in the 

industry evolution and heated discussion are dedicated to the interactions among the key 

industrial stakeholders [3, 4]. 

In the Chinese EV industry, government, car manufacturers, EV infrastructure and consumers 

are identified as the four key stakeholders [5]. Some scholars have studied these stakeholders’ 

interactions, mainly from the industrial ecosystem and value chain views. For example, from 

the perspective of industrial ecosystem, Shang and Shi [6] explored the effect of interactions 

between government, firms, associations and customers on the evolutionary pathways. Rong, 

et al. [7] focused on interaction process between OEMs and other ecosystem partners. Lu et 

al investigated stakeholders’ interactions in ecosystem [8] and proposed a system dynamics 

model based on the interactions among the four key stakeholders [5]. Li, et al. [9] analyzed 

interactions between governments and firms along the EV value chain. None of the studies 

have explored how focal firms interact across industrial boundaries to promote the EV 

industrial innovation. Given that facilitating the cross-industrial interactions is a big challenge 

for all the key stakeholders [5, 7], and focal firms play the central role in the industrial 

innovation process, this study intends to investigate the focal firms’ activities in the cross-

industrial interactions in the Chinese EV industrial innovation. 

In innovation literature, gatekeeping or technological gatekeeping [10] is usually used to 

investigate focal firms’ activities in facilitating interactions. It refers to filter the inflow of 

external technical information and explore how firms’ information receiving, digesting and 

transmitting activities (i.e., gatekeeping activities) can support product development within a 

single industry boundary [11-15]. When applying to the Chinese EV industrial innovation, 

the technological gatekeeping framework encounters some practical issues. The focal firms’ 

interactions involve not only the inflow of external technical information, but also other types 

of interactive contents [3]. It corroborates the recent research that other types of gatekeeping 

should be considered as firm’s interactions, even within a single industrial, involve more than 

one type of gatekeeping on technical information [16]. 

Enlightened by the above-mentioned research gaps, the aim of this article is to explore focal 

firms’ cross-industrial activities by using the concept of gatekeeping. We studied three focal 

firms from the Chinese EV industry over five years period and identified the firms’ cross-

industrial activities such as information-gatekeeping, platform-providing and benefit-

gatekeeping. The study contributes to the existing literature in the ways that, firstly, it adds to 

the EV industrial innovation literature by exploring focal firms’ activities in facilitating cross-

industrial interactions. Secondly, it adds to the gatekeeping literature by reporting firms’ 

gatekeeping transformation in cross-industrial interactions and thereby extends the scope of 

the gatekeeping [11, 17]. Thirdly, it adds new sights to industrial innovation management. For a 

long time, emerging industry policymakers neglected firms’ across-interactions in benefit. The 

findings of this study suggest that policymakers may pay attention to firm’s benefit-gatekeeping 

activities and create communication channels for firms to express their propositions. 

Subsequently, the article provides a brief summary of industrial and theoretical background. 

Thereafter, the research methodology is explained. And the Chinese EV industry focal 

firms’ across-industrial interactions are analysed. This research then discusses case findings 

and develops a conceptual framework of industrial gatekeeping. Finally, the conclusions are 

discussed. 
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INDUSTRIAL AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

INDUSTRIAL DEPLOYMENT IN CHINA 

Though Chinese EV industry develops rapidly in recent years [18], the EV industry is still at its 

early development stage. The industrial gap between China and the more developed economies 

is not big and China keeps up with development in the more developed markets [8, 19, 20]. 

The Electric Vehicle Subsidy Scheme (EVSS) was launched in Jan 2009 signing the first year 

of EVs wider commercialization, followed by an update in Sep 2013. The two-phase subsidy 

scheme specifies the subsidy duration, scope, standard, phase-out mechanism and pilot cities 

for both public and private EV purchase. Besides, various efforts and actions such as 

‘Thousands of Vehicles, Tens of Cities’ program, access management, regulatory support, 

consumer subsidies and R&D funding have been made, attempting to promote the EV market 

penetration [21-23]. Given Chinese EVs market with strong growth potential, firms from the 

related industries such as car manufacturers and electric energy suppliers are actively 

involved in the EV industry [19, 24].With active intervention, China has become a rising star 

in the global EV market. The world has seen an anomalous decrease in the market growth 

rate in 2012-2014 (see Figure1), however, while other major economies have struggled with a 

stagnated or even declined growth rate in 2014, the Chinese market has an accelerated growth 

rate (see Figure 2). The recent data shows that, the production of the Chinese EVs may 

exceed the sum total of all the major developed markets, which makes China the largest EVs 

market overcoming the US’s market [25] at the end of 2015, so that China plans to ban 

internal combustion engine and diesel vehicles by 2025. 

Given its dramatic market growth, Chinese EV industry has received increasing attention of 

scholars. The discussions focus on two major topics. One is how to enhance industrial 

effectiveness, including manufacturing and business perspectives. For example, Tan, Wang, 

Deng, Yang, Rao and Zhang [1] proposed to improve charging price mechanism, multi-

approaches of energy supplement and enlarge price subsidy. Hao, et al. [22] found that 

Chinese EV industry needs the subsidy policy in the short term, because that the economic 

competitiveness of EVs likely will not appear in the Chinese market in short time. Based on 

assessing the technologies of Chinese EV industry, Du, Ouyang and Chen [20] proposed that 

a key issue is to enhance the safety of high-energy density batteries. 

The growth of EVs market is not only ascribed to introducing a new product, but also 

providing the charging infrastructures. It implies that innovation of Chinese EV industry is 

involved in various industrial players. Therefore the other major research topic is the 

interactions among the industrial key holders. Four types of key stakeholders were identified. 

 

Figure 1. EV sales and market share in selected countries and regions [25]. 
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Figure. 2. Sales and Growth of the Chinese EV industry. 

According to Lu, Liu, Tao, Rong and Hsieh [5], government, car manufacturers, EV 

infrastructure and consumers all play critical roles in industrial evolution. Shang and Shi [6] 

provided a comprehensive analysis of the structure of the EVs business ecosystems. Lu, Rong, 

You and Shi [8] used an agent-based system to investigate stakeholders’ interactions in the 

ecosystem. They both found that the focal firms need to organize the ecosystem cooperation. 

Further, Rong, Shi, Shang, Chen and Hao [3] developed the structure and operating 

mechanisms of business ecosystems. Yang, et al. [26] also considered the support mechanisms 

among the government, social capital and intermediaries along the EV value chain for 

constructing charging infrastructures. 

FOCAL FIRMS’ INTERACTIONS IN THE CHINESE EV INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION 

The Chinese EV industrial innovation faces the challenges of achieving product development 

and securing better business innovation [3, 7, 9], meaning that industry innovation needs to 

consider how to integrate recharging mode in both the technological and business wises. The 

EV recharging mode is mainly classified into two types: charging and swapping mode. The 

charging mode is to directly recharge the batteries placed on vehicles by external power 

supply facilities. The swapping mode is to directly swap out batteries placed on vehicles by 

renting or purchasing fully charged batteries. For the focal firms, car manufactures are able to 

develop EVs and can choose different recharging mode. On the other hand, gird firms can build 

charging infrastructures and can also choose different recharging mode. Their choices imply 

that multiple types of interactions may involve in developing the EVs and business models. 

Research have shown that the China’s EVs innovation and even the market is driven by 

policies, car users have very limited influence [27]. Promoting the swapping mode will allow 

the power grid firms to deeply engage in the emerging industry [24, 28], therefore such mode 

would benefit greatly the power grid firms. However, car manufacturers may be reluctant to 

adopt such mode as the costs of designing battery and battery management system, which is 

the core part of the EVs, are rather high [29] and may cause firms to lose control in the 

product design, not mention that they need to restructure the R&D system in accordance with 

the grid firms’ standards. Therefore, for government, the decision-making is a big challenge. 

The decision has been left for the focal firms and this led to the interactions between car 

manufactures and grid firms. 

GATEKEEPING IN INNOVATION 

The innovation literature often used gatekeeping or technological gatekeeping to illustrate 

firms’ function in facilitating interactions in innovation. Some studies distinguished between 
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gatekeeping and boundary spanning, claiming that a gatekeeping must be strongly connected 

both internally and externally but boundary spanning are connected only externally [17, 30, 31]. 

The existing studies on gatekeeping have focused on two settings of the boundary. One is a 

single firm boundary. The gatekeeping in specific teams and particular R&D groups [32, 33] 

and laboratories [34-36] has been examined. Scholars suggested that the main contribution of 

gatekeeping is to filter external information flows within teams for innovation in the way that: 

Gatekeepers consistently search for the latest external information through their greater social 

networks; using coding conventions familiar to internal players, they translate the coding 

schemes and then quickly spread them to the internal players for product development [37, 38]. 

The other setting is a single industry boundary. Studies have recently analysed focal firms’ 

gatekeeping. Taking industrial cluster as an example, scholars have investigated local focal 

firms’ gatekeeping in acquiring, using and diffusing knowledge in the local innovation 

system [12-15, 39] and concluded that the focal firms were the ‘gates’ of interaction in the 

clusters’ knowledge networks [10, 17] through which the extra-cluster technological 

information can flow into clusters for product development [16, 40-42]. The performing of 

gatekeeping employs superior knowledge base, technological capabilities and well-established 

contacts [16, 41], and is supported by developing interactions in multiple-level knowledge 

networks [14]. Giuliani and Bell [39] and Malipiero, et al. [43] pointed out that firms’ 

gatekeeping is important sources to net knowledge of the local cluster due to bringing new 

knowledge in local cluster. However, Hervas-Oliver and Albors-Garrigos [41] found that for 

knowledge creation of renew stage, the gatekeeping mainly relied on interactions with new 

firms. Similarly, Giuliani [16] noted that the early gatekeeping was the more popular sources 

of learning interactions in knowledge networks. 

Recently, some scholars called for more studies expanding the research scope of the 

gatekeeping [11, 17, 44], since gatekeeping may involve more than one type of activities such 

as technological information inflows and outflows [16]. Responding to the recent calls we 

explore the Chinese EV industry focal firms’ activities across its original industry boundaries. 

METHODOLOGY 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

For inductive analysis, a qualitative approach is usually employed. Recognizing the lack of 

prior research, this article chose exploratory case study[45]. Case study is often used to 

investigate contemporary events [45]. In particular, it is useful for observing, explaining, and 

exploring new phenomena within their real-life setting, especially for answering how 

questions [46, 47]. 

In 2009, the Big Four car manufacturers dominated the Chinese EV industry: Chang’an 

Automobile Group, FAW group, DongFeng Automobile Company, SAIC Motor Corporation 

Limited. The prominent examples of the EV new comers, US’s Tesla and China’s BYD, are 

not major players by the time [48]. Tesla delivered its Model S cars to Chinese market in late 

April 2014 [49] and BYD became a key player after 2013 [50]. Therefore, in this study, we 

chose two of the Big Fours: Chang’an Automobile Group and FAW group. They were also 

chosen for that they ranked at the top of the Chinese market share and R&D productivity in 

China, respectively [51, 52]. Furthermore, they are also two of the earliest Chinese 

automobile companies to develop the EVs. In power grid industry, there are two dominant 

firms in China: State Grid Corporation of China [53] and China Southern Power Grid. SGCC 

has the advantages in technology and market, ranked at the top of grid industry and possessed 

80 % of the power supply grid and therefore was chosen for this study. 
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DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING 

Since this research was interested in investigating focal firms’ interactions in innovation. The 
data from 2009-2014 was collected. In 2009 the Chinese government included the EV 
industry as one of the leading industries of the strategic new industries and launched the 
EVSS, signalling starting of the Chinese wider EV commercialization. Until the middle of 
2014, car manufacturers and gird firms came to a similar expectation, which signals the sharp 
decrease of interaction in innovation. 

Two primary sources of data were identified in this article. They both were publicly available 
materials, and can be explained in the same way as interviews-namely as text [54]. The 
different data sources can ensure the data triangulation [55]. Further, the data triangulation 
was strengthened by interviews of top management from two firms. The two sources are, firstly, 
firms’ annual report, corporate social responsibility report, various industrial reports [25], as 
well as news and interviews from professional financial media. This leads to a total collection 
of more than 30 text documents, and secondly, the English literature database such as 
LEXIS-NEXIS ACADEMIC. Three case firms’ names (“Chang’an”, “First Automobile 
Work shop”, “State Grid Corporation of China”) and some key words (“electric vehicle*”, 
“construction”, “charging”, “cooperation”) were used to search for the data though the title, 
keywords, abstract or text. After firstly excluding the duplicate data and irrelevant content, 83 
articles were left. 

DATA PROCESSING 

The data was analysed with NVivo 11 software, a qualitative analysis software package, 
proceeding in four steps. The first step is to identify text passages that explicitly dealt with 
focal firms’ interactions. By reading through the collected data set, two of authors generated a 
list of codes, such as ‘2009 charging mode’, ‘2010 charging mode’, ‘2012 swapping mode’, 
‘2013 swapping mode’, ‘changan’, ‘FAW’, or ‘information’, and so on. To this end, in step 2, 
though rereading the feedback and comparing and the identified codes, similar ones were 
grouped into higher level order codes (an overview of codes as shown in Figure 3). During this 

 

Figure. 3. Overview of codes. 
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stage, this study identified the critical incidents of the firms’ involvement in the EV industry 

and used them as the foundation for the further analysis of the firms’ gatekeeping in 

innovation. In the step 3, the exploring and mapping of the focal firms’ interaction was 

conducted by using NVivo 11. During this stage, this research formulated the preliminary 

propositions. Integrating with the propositions formed in the step 2, a framework of industrial 

gatekeeping was proposed. 

For validating the findings, after developing the preliminary research propositions, one of the 

authors interviewed three times with the board members of one of the studied firm which he 

was serving. In addition, the authors also took the results to the EV industry summit 

organized by both central and local governments. Based on the feedback we collected from 

the firms, industry players and governments, the analysis and results was revised. Such 

process ends until the firms and industrial administration staff consented on the conclusions. 

The last step is to write up the case narrative. To guide the process, we rely on Oeser and 

Harary [56] structural role theory. We looked the ‘persons’, ‘positions’ and ‘tasks’ in the 

context. The ‘persons’ are the studied firms. The ‘tasks’ refers to the gatekeeping activities 

these firms perform in the EV innovation and the ‘position’ refers to the roles of the focal firms. 

FINDINGS 

PERSONS 

Chang’an Automobile Group 

In the 2009 R&D capability rank of the Chinese National Development and Reform 

Commission [57], the product development capability of Chang’an ranked the 1
st
 place in the 

automobile industry. Chang’an has started EV R&D activities since 2002 and has built 6 labs 

to study the electric machinery, new energy batteries, and controllers for the EVs. It owns more 

than 100 technical EV related patents. It has also developed powertrains, functional verification 

of key component parts, fault simulation, matching and calibration and other test abilities. 

First Automobile Workshop (FAW Group) 

FAW has formed a product structure with many varieties and has a high sales volume. 

According to the 2009 R&D capability rank of the NDRC, FAW’s product development 

capability ranks at the 2
nd

 place. FAW started the EV R&D activities in 1998. Now it 

possesses five EV development capabilities including product planning, architectural analysis, 

vehicle design, testing, and trial production and has also established a series of development 

processes including architectural analysis of EV, performance control, control policy, key 

assembly, test, trial production and product certification. 

State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) 

SGCC was founded in 2002. Its core business is to invest in, build, and operate the power 

grid. As the biggest power grid firm in China, it operates in 26 provincial administrative 

regions which cover approximately 88 % of the national territorial area of China. Because the 

service network of the EV charging infrastructure is a critical component of the EV designs, 

SGCC has a great impact on the EV industry in China. SGCC started to develop EVs since 

2006. It has founded a battery character lab and smart power utilization testing centres, in 

order to better solve the energy problem faced by the EV industry. It has also developed 

charging and swapping equipment, monitoring systems for operating the smart charging and 

swapping networks, and formed a preliminary set of charging and switching standards. 
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TASKS: FOCAL FIRMS’ INTERACTIONS AT THE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT LEVEL 

Chang’an group 

As the focal firm in its industrial cluster, Chang’an connects the suppliers who are involved 

in the EV industry and transmits the information with the external domain. This role enables 

Chang’an to offer its industrial group members the latest translated and encoded external 

information. To allow its industrial group members to co-participate in developing the EVs, 

Chang’an provides the suppliers with its own technology. For example, in 2010, when Hafei 

(Harbin Hafei Automobile Industry Group Co., Ltd.), the subsidiary of Chang’an group, 

cooperated with the American CODA Company in developing the HFJ7001AEV EV model, 

Hafei encoded external information for the tier-one supplier which allows the key suppliers to 

participate in the construction of the virtual vehicle design platform. 

Due to the limitation on research and production capabilities and resources, the industrial 

group members could not directly participate in the external EV R&D projects and are not 

able to provide sustainable support for Chang’an, Chang’an has to provide them with 

platforms for cooperation with the external domain. For instance, Wangxiang Electrical 

Vehicle Co., Ltd., a supplier of Chang’an and has cooperated with the firm for many years, 

cannot engage in developing EV batteries. In 2013, Chang’an provided Wangxiang with an 

energy automobile product development project and this enabled Wangxiang to join in 

developing the Lithium-ion battery system. This system has made Chang’an successful in the 

EV battery innovation. In addition, Chang’an also promoted suppliers’ R&D capabilities by 

sharing promotional expenses. 

FAW group 

As the focal firm in its industrial cluster, FAW shares the latest external information with its 

industrial group members. The firm continuously helps the industrial group members enhance 

their product development capabilities, take Keboda as an example, and provides suppliers 

with policy support and technical support, including using development tools, project 

management training and quality management. 

FAW also provides a cooperation platform to its industrial group members to enable them to 

cooperate with the external domain. For example, FAW-VW (FAW-Volkswagen automobile 

Co., Ltd.) offered its key supplier Keboda a platform for cooperation with external industry 

players in the EV R&D activities. Relying on this platform, Keboda was capable of working 

with Audi to develop global standard products, including an HID controller and an LED 

controller. Through such cooperation, Keboda made its products more competitive, and can 

continuously improve its R&D and production capacity to strengthen the strategic service to 

FAW-VW1. 

SGCC 

As the focal firm in its industrial cluster, SGCC shares the external information with its 

members. Taking the construction of the Charging infrastructure as an example, the 

communication among participants involved in the construction is hindered, since they 

usually lack cross-industrial knowledge on charging infrastructure. Hence, SGCC takes the 

role of facilitating the communication among the participants though interpreting and 

disseminating information. For example, in 2010, Electricity Power Research Institute (EPRI) 

a subsidiary of SGCC, as the general contractor in the construction of Tangshan Nanhu EV 

charging station, solved the technological coordination problem among participants, which was 

caused by the misunderstanding of communication protocol of a nonstandard charging interface. 
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The bottleneck of the construction is the lack of standardization across different technology 

interfaces and standards in the EV industry. Too many participants come from different 

industries and backgrounds, which makes it difficult to use a single set of interfaces and 

standards. A platform is needed for negotiating the unification of industry standards. Such 

platform was provided by the SGCC. In 2011, a symposium on the study of EV’s standard 

battery box and connector technology was hosted by EPRI in Nanjing. NARI-technology, EV 

manufacturers, battery and connector producers, and other firms attended the symposium. They 

discussed the production standardization and application of the EV battery containers and 

connectors, and set up the preliminary structural indicators of the containers and connectors. 

TASKS: FOCAL FIRMS’ INTERACTION AT THE BUSINESS INNOVATION LEVEL 

Viewing Chinese EV innovation, focal firms’ interaction was different before and after 2011, 

especially about business innovation. Before 2011, owing to the emergence of the industry, 

focal firms rarely interacted with each other in business innovation. After 2011, focal firms 

started to compete and this led to a greater extent of firm’s interaction. 

Before 2011 

As the leading car manufacturers in the automobile industry, Chang’an and FAW both have a 

say on the EVs’ recharging mode. To control for the value distribution in the EV industry, 

they proactively set the fast-charging mode as their dominating recharging mode, because 

such mode makes them a dominant position in the EV industry and can protect the benefits of 

their industrial group to the greatest extent. In 2009, Chang’an’s fast-charging mode EV 

BenBen mini trial-production was released, and FAW’s cars, from the A-class car to the 

C-class car, all used the fast-charging mode2. 

In 2009, the initial proposition of SGCC was to rely primarily on the charging mode, 

followed by the swapping mode [53]. This proposition was in line with the major car 

manufacturers’ propositions and eliminated the automobile industry’s resistance to SGCC’s 

entry into the EV industry. Meanwhile, SGCC defined its construction objective, location 

principles, power supply mode as well as the metering and billing standards for charging 

stations. For example, SGCC built the Caoxi EV charging station, the first EV charging 

station operating in 2009. In 2010, the first large standard charging station in China was built 

and operated. Therefore, SGCC successful accessed to the EV industry. While traditional 

automobile energy providers fell behind SGCC, since they had no advantage in electricity 

supply and no standard programs designed for the electricity supply. 

After 2011 

In 2011, SGCC changed its proposition to relying primarily on the swapping mode, followed 

by charging mode [59]. In the meantime, it accelerated the construction of charging and 

battery-swapping stations since 2011. 

Chang’an then raised its concern that ‘building large-scale battery-swapping stations can only 

be realized with sufficient investment, otherwise, the profitability of such mode should be 

questioned’ [60]. FAW made a clearer rejection to the SGCC’s proposition: ‘in the current 

circumstances, or before the EVs can be produced in a large scale, swapping mode is quite 

challenging. We made our design based on our needs, which is the fast-charging mode design. 

In other words, fast-charging mode is our strategic choice’ [61]. 

In response to Chang’an and FAW’s views, SGCC explained that ‘we made such decision 

mainly because the large-scale, random and moving charging load would cause massive 

burdens that might threaten power grid construction and operating safety. Besides, at the 
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current level of battery technology, the battery-swapping station can provide more convenient 

and quicker electricity supply’ [62]. 

Clearly Chang’an and FAW insisted on charging mode as the proper design and both of them 

took affirmative actions to commit to their propositions. For example, Chang’an accelerated 

to produce the plug-in EVs, which led to the release of E30 in 2012. In 2011, FAW’s 

charging mode EV ‘Carely’ has been included in the new vehicle admittance catalogue. In 

addition, both firms have led the regulation of industrial policy. Chang’an promoted 10 

industrial standards while FAW promoted 5. Chang’an also reviewed the battery station 

construction standard regulation proposed by the SGCC. 

The disputes of the recharging mode went on and caused the disunion of interface standards 

in battery-swapping mode and huge amount of operation costs. Together with the ignorance 

of the national policy, the development of the EV industry has slowed down in 2012-2013 

(see Figure 2). This led SGCC to change its proposition. In the middle of 2014, SGCC 

proposed a renewed proposition: ‘relying primarily on the fast-charging mode, giving 

consideration to slow-fast-charging mode, and guide with swapping mode’[63]. This 

indicates that SGCC has returned to the proposition of charging mode. At this point, the 

industrial disputes had eased, which directly led to an explosion of Chinese EV market in 

2014 (see Figure 2). 

RESEARCH PROPOSITIONS AND EXTENDED FRAMEWORK 

The empirical findings from the case analysis lead to five propositions concerning focal firms’ 

activities in the cross-industrial interactions. 

Firstly, in the Chinese EV industrial innovation, the focal firms’ gatekeeping activities 

experienced some extent of transformation. Our findings noted that the focal firms hold 

dominant positions in cross-industrial interactions. For one reason, consumers have very 

limited influence in the Chinese EV industrial evolvement [27] and for another reason, even 

though the Chinese government has implemented incentives to support the EV industry [8, 22], 

it is unable and rather reluctant to choose the recharging mode for the industry. EV product 

development therefore was left to focal firms’ cross-industrial knowledge, information and 

resource exchange [64, 65]. Car manufactures hold the key resources (predominant power of 

the market and marketing channels) and key technology (e.g. vehicle production capacity, 

key components and key technologies of battery management system). Power grid firms have 

absolute control over the Chinese electric energy supply market and hold the capacity and 

knowledge of power transmission and distribution and can bear plenty of funding for 

investment. In this context, focal firms’ gatekeeping have richer connotation, concerning the 

support of information and cooperation as well as business innovation. For example, different 

propositions on recharging mode would lead to different cognitions about the business 

innovation. Lack of consensus will hinder the industry development [9, 66]. After several 

rounds of disputes on the recharging mode, focal firms reached a consensus. On this basis, we 

formulate the following two propositions. 

Proposition 1: Focal firms, car manufacturers and power grid firm, hold a strong position in 

the cross-industrial interactions within the Chinese EV industry. 

Proposition 2: In the Chinese EV industry, focal firms experienced some extent of 

gatekeeping transformation in cross-industrial interactions, meaning that their activities 

include more types of activities than merely the information exchange. 

We found focal firms obtaining external cross-industrial information and transmitting to its 

industrial group members. In other words, they performed information-gatekeeping activities 
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and followed the same patter as was in a single industry context [37, 38]. Interestingly, we 

noticed the benefiting-gatekeeping activities of the focal firms. The analysis showed that the 

focus of the cross-industrial disputes rarely concerned the superior technology, innovation 

capability or access to the market which firms’ interaction within a single industry boundary 

usually focus on [9, 66], rather, the disputes are more around balancing focal firms’ benefits. 

Swapping mode will maximize the profits of power grid firms, while charging mode will be 

more beneficial to car manufacturers. At the beginning of the EV innovation, focal firms from 

the related traditional industries had little controversy on the business innovation. They all 

explicitly proposed the charging mode. However, along with the industrial development, firms 

proposed different recharging modes which are more in the interests of their own [67, 68]. 

The different propositions then led to heated disputes, which ceased until some players, in our 

context, SGCC, made compromises and a consensus on the charging mode has been reached 

among the major players. SGCC’s intention was to remain in the game and to capture more 

future value splitting. Like in other settings, focal firms serve as gates in interactions in 

business innovation for future value distribution. These observations strengthened our 

proposition 2 and on its basis, we further formulate the following propositions. 

Proposition 3: In the cross-industrial settings, focal firms perform information-gatekeeping 

activities as within a single firm or industry. 

Proposition 4: The gatekeeping activities of focal firms involve benefit-gatekeeping. Such 

activities are different from firms’ technology gatekeeping in that the former concerns focal 

firms’ benefits and the latter concerns firms’ information and technologies. 

Another new aspect of focal firms’ gatekeeping activities we identified is platform-providing. 

As the focal firms are usually larger and older [69] and are the most powerful firms in their 

industrial groups [14], the group members usually establish a lasting, stable and trust 

partnership with the focal firms [16, 70]. Such partnership enables the group members to 

easily understand the encoding schemes and conventions of the focal firms [39], which 

further allows for a platform among the industrial group members. The platforms are often 

established by the focal firms. It enables the industrial group to cooperate to develop the new 

products for the emerging industry. The industrial group members can build connections and 

cooperate with the external domain firms through the platform. In general, through these 

platforms, the group members can not only have access to industrial manufacturing 

capabilities and resources requested by the convergent industry, but also free training and 

necessary management capabilities [71, 72]. This leads to our last proposition. 

Proposition 5: In the cross-industrial settings, focal firms also perform platform-providing 

activities, providing them necessary connections, resources and capabilities requested by the 

new industry and through this, the industrial group members can take part in the new product 

development. 

As seen in our cases, Chinese car manufacturers and power grid firms conduct various 

interactions at both the product development and business innovation levels. These 

interactions lead to a complex and new phenomenon which emerged in a convergent industry. 

At the product development level, focal firms are information gatekeepers and platform-

providers. They enable their industrial group members and assist them to cooperate with the 

external domain in developing new products. At the business innovation level, they are 

benefit-gatekeepers, negotiating with the other focal firms to capture a dominant position in 

the EV innovation for future value distribution. To summarize, this study integrates these 

activities into a framework of industrial gatekeeping, which describes focal firms’ activities 

in cross-industrial interactions (see Table 1). 
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Table 1. Framework of industrial gatekeeping. 

Role Level Activities Descriptions 

Industrial 

Gatekeeping 

Product 

development 

level 

Information-

gatekeeping 

Locate, translate and encode, share and 

transmit external information to industrial 

group members. 

Platform-providing 

Establish and provide cooperation 

platform for industrial group members, 

and improve their innovation capabilities. 

Business 

innovation 

level 

Benefit-

gatekeeping 

Advocate, compete and compromise to 

balance propositions on business 

innovation. 

CONTRIBUTIONS, MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS 
AND RESEARCH DIRECTION 

This study explores the Chinese focal firms’ cross-industrial activities in the emerging 

Chinese EV industry. We discovered that firms’ activities concern the technological 

information, resources capabilities exchange, as well as the business innovation. The nature 

and characteristics of such interactions are explored and discussed. Our work makes some 

major contributions as follows. 

Firstly, this study contributes to the EV industry innovation literature by exploring focal firms’ 

functions across industrial boundaries. Recent research has studied the Chinese EV industry 

stakeholders’ interactions systematically, but has not looked into specifically the activities of 

the most key players in car manufacturing: the focal firms. Literature from other economies 

has noted that focal firms cooperate with each other in innovation [73, 74] and that there are 

conflicts caused by firms’ different propositions [75], but no further analysis was provided to 

characterize firm’s propositions, conflicts and co-operations. Our results show that the focal 

firms play information-gatekeeping, platform-providing and benefit-gatekeeping activities to 

facilitate the industrial evolvement. 

Secondly, our study adds further knowledge to the technological gatekeeping literature by 

reporting on focal firms’ other types of gatekeeping activities. By digging deeper into the 

interactions between car manufacturers and power grid firm, we discovered the focal firms’ 

new functions of benefit-gatekeeping and platform-providing in the Chinese EV industry. 

Integrating the new functions with Allen’ technological gatekeeping, we develop the 

industrial gatekeeping framework. It highlights that the focal firms’ gatekeeping in the 

Chinese EV industry settings are transforming: they do not only concern technological 

information but also firms’ benefits. Some preliminary empirical evidence has been provided. 

Our framework extends the scope of the gatekeeping. Table 2 compares the technological 

gatekeeping framework and the industrial gatekeeping framework. 

The results of this study offer practical contributions for EV industry policymakers and 

industry players. For business innovation, our findings suggest that policymakers may 

consider to create communication channels for the focal firms to express their propositions on 

business innovation, and that policymakers may govern the innovation by no interference. At 

the stage when propositions are proposed and focal firms start to have disputes, it is better for 

firms to resolve the conflicts by themselves. Policymakers may introduce timely supporting 

policies for industrial players or guidelines for consumers, in order to facilitate the 

communication which allow for an early consensus. While at the product development level, 

the information of how focal firms develop products and share with their industrial group 

members may be leaked and there are also risks that the key technology might be leaked from 
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Table 2. Comparison of technological and industrial gatekeeping. 

Role (position) Contexts Levels Activities (Tasks) 

Technological 

gatekeeping 
A single firm  Product development level Information-gatekeeping 

Technological 

gatekeeping 

A single 

industry 
Product development level Information-gatekeeping 

Industrial 

gatekeeping 

Cross 

industry 

Product development level  
Information-gatekeeping 

Platform-providing 

Business innovation level Benefit-gatekeeping 

Role(position) Contexts Levels Activities (Tasks) 

Technological 

gatekeeping 
A single firm Product development level Information-gatekeeping 

Technological 

gatekeeping 

A single 

industry 
Product development level Information-gatekeeping 

Industrial 

gatekeeping 

Cross 

industry 

Product development level  Information-gatekeeping 

 Platform-providing 

Business innovation level Benefit-gatekeeping 

cooperation platforms, therefore, policymakers may consider to strengthen law enforcement 

and industry regulation to help firms protect the property and trade secrets [76]. 

For industrial players who are seeking to operate in the EV industry, our findings provided 

two recommendations: firstly, to expand the propositions based on the industrial competences 

and understand how resources are allocated within the industry; secondly, to rely on the focal 

firms or become the focal firms to leverage the knowledge, resources and access to the emerging 

industry [77]. Firms’ effort is meaningful only when they play the role of industrial gatekeeping. 

Our study has several limitations. Firstly, our framework was developed based on small 

heterogeneous cases, which may reduce the generalizability of the conceptual framework. In 

addition, there might be self-selection bias. All the three cases are state-owned companies in 

China. They might have significant effects on innovation in the emerging industries, however, 

their influence is difficult to assess. Our findings could be tested in other case studies. Both 

single and multiple case studies may be used [78]. Longitudinal multiple case studies might 

reveal whether the number of standards battles resulting in a single standard is decreasing. 

Given the contributions and limitations of our study, there are various promising avenues for 

future research. Studies may conduct more empirical research to examine our framework of 

industrial gatekeeping, in particular providing deeper understanding of the steps of new 

gatekeeping. Especially the studies from other contexts, for example, other countries and 

other emerging industries are more promising. In view of the methodological limitations, 

studies of larger samples of focal firms across ownership and industry settings may serve to 

verify and extend the findings. In addition, this study of benefit-gatekeeping focuses on firms’ 

behaviour, i.e. firm’s interaction, rather than firms’ interests or inherent motivations, further 

studies on the interests may contribute to deepen the knowledge of the firms’ behaviours and 

incentives. Finally, this article noted that the slowing-down pace of the EV market growth in 

2012 and 2013 and meanwhile the disputes among car manufacturers and power gird firms 

became rather frequent, further studies may consider if the two phenomenon are related. 
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REMARKS 
1FAW-VW offered us a platform, through which we participated in a global project with 
1Audi. As a result, we had more capacities to serve FAW-VW and other automobile 
1manufacturers’, said a Keboda director [52]. 
2In traditional automobile industry, manufacturers sell vehicles and traditional automotive 
2energy providers sell energy such as petrol and gasoline. But in the EV industry, manufacturers 
2may control for both sides. For example, manufacturer can appropriate the rent and service 
2charge of the batteries. This suggests that manufacturers can control the value distribution in 
2the EV industry through the fast-charging mode. 
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